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From San Francisco with love (and confidence)
The Kieger Healthcare team attended the
38th annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare
Conference in San Francisco from
January 13th to January 16th 2020.
Our overall conclusion from the
conference is that the industry remains in
good shape. Company presentations
and management conversations across
all subsectors were encouraging with
innovation being key. While politics are
impacting stock prices and we expect a
continuation of the high volatility
environment, impactful US policy
changes seem unlikely ahead of the
Presidential elections.

Each year in early January, San Francisco becomes the
centre of attention for the healthcare industry as the J.P.
Morgan Conference kicks off. Healthcare executives,
investors and other stakeholder groups around the world
travel to the West Coast.
At the conference itself, 10’000 participants follow several
hundred company presentations and panel discussions.
Companies use this concentration of key decision makers
as a platform to preview full year results, meet competitors
and (sometimes) to announce M&A transactions and
strategy updates.
Additionally, innumerable meetings and events are held
outside of the conference as thousands of stakeholders
descend on San Francisco without conference invitation.
Here, we reflect on some of our broader sector takeaways
from this conference.
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Healthcare in an US Presidential election year
While the healthcare sector had strong absolute performance in 2019, it
underperformed relatively to the broad equity market. Much of this
underperformance was caused by the earlier-than-expected impact of the
Democratic primary election cycle and the discussions around drug pricing and
Medicare for All (MFA). In Q4 2019 these discussions lost steam, leading to a
sharp rebound in the affected healthcare subsectors (mainly Managed Care). We
expect this adverse relationship between stock price performance and healthcare
focussed political controversies (incl. poll and fundraising results) to continue and
thus lead to a volatile trading environment for healthcare in 2020. However, the
conference encouraged our view that major US policy changes are unlikely in the
run-up to the US elections in November 2020.
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Overall, the tone at the conference was surprisingly positive. Challenges were
framed and opportunities based on healthcare’s unique drivers and fast steps
forward in technology continue to look really promising. This supports our view that
early recognition of the innovation trend or strong execution in that direction seems
to make the difference for the future. Companies like Roche, CSL, Novo Nordisk
and Vertex have a long tradition in continuous and focussed innovation and have
full and promising pipelines. They do not need to fear changes in the political
environment. For true innovation, patients and healthcare systems will always be
willing to pay fair prices. On the other hand, it is possible to catch up and to
transform even the largest companies towards innovation as companies such as
AstraZeneca and Novartis have demonstrated. We sense that most companies
follow a focussed innovation strategy these days, but not every company manages
to execute this strategy successfully as the companies mentioned above, and we
expect that, over time, this will be reflected in stock performance.
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Our Medtech take
The Medtech subsector is enjoying a virtuous circle that started some years ago.
Increased R&D spending and effectiveness coupled with a benign regulatory
environment (number of device warning letters reduced by 90% over the last five
years) is leading to market expansions and the creation of new markets. This
process leads to increasing (organic) growth rates and further enlarged R&D
budgets. During the conference, the theme of increased and more effective R&D
was observable across all Medtech presentations. Three areas stand out: 1)
Structural heart: The transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) market
should reach USD 5bn in 2020 and the nascent mitral and tricuspid markets could
be even larger. 2) Robotics: The theme is gaining importance across most
Medtech areas. 3) Diabetes devices: Strong advancements in continuous glucose
measurement (CGM) and insulin pump technologies leading to solid growth rates.
Due to above average organic growth rates, Medtech is also trading at above
average valuations.
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Bottom line
We left San Francisco encouraged about the long-term future of the healthcare
sector. We expect a continuation of the high levels of volatility due to political
discussions ahead of the US Presidential elections. However, real US healthcare
policy changes seem unlikely in the short-term. During the conference, we
recognized a convergence of strategies in the Bio & Pharma space with execution
being the differentiator. Medtech is in the middle of a virtuous circle leading to
sustainable high organic growth rates.
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This document has been issued through Kieger AG and is for
distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by
applicable law. This document is for information purposes only and
does not constitute an offer. Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future results. The details and opinions contained in this
document are provided by Kieger without any guarantee or
warranty and are for the recipient’s personal use only. All
information and opinions contained in this document are subject to
change without notice. This document may contain statements that
constitute “forward looking statements”. A number of risks,
uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual
developments and results to differ materially from our expectations.
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